
The Voices Ignored by the Rich

We are still here,
& we do as we have always done.

We have never known a need
for anything this world can give us,
but we feel a thirst
large enough to swallow a gilded sea.
Though that ocean
will never become any more real
than a multitude
wandering around
inside a mirage.

We have broken the strongest men.
We have buried the weak in the clouds.
We have tipped the balance
from the side of night,
& despite the whip's lash
we remain in the temple.

little have they ventured to learn
the maze-path of our dream.

They are they
&we are one.

(Adapted from Roberto Sosa)
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The Cloisters

Those who hunt us,
they are nearly our friends,
they have taught us, they never make an error,
they have taught us the rhythms
that pound out our fear.

They have trained us meticulously.
We discourse sweetly,
we read & write about Clarity.
We admire its shadows
that appear quickly around us.
We hear the blare of the horn
mingled with the supplicating
murmur of the ocean.

There is no doubt now,
we know we are those animals,
bodies covered with wreaths of horror,
sleeping all these years
in a wax museum
guarded by mannequins
of strange violent metal.

(Adapted from Roberto Sosa)
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Immigrant

They keep arresting you
at the border, at my direction.

I cant be responsible
for every old soul cousin
who wants to use me as a sponsor.

You had your claim on me once
in the country of our old love,
you sent me into an exile
that left them laughing at every customs house
around the edge of the land.

I've taken a new name,
you have no claim on me,
no baggage I will have to redeem.

If you do make it past the guards at the airport,
if you get into town & come breezing down my street,
I'll cut you like an invisible visitor

.from an alien planet.
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Maple

The clumpy roses
clinging to the thick tree outside this window
bring you to mind.

Everything
brings you to mind,
you are my true north,
you are a live growth on my body.

I would not strip
the green cushion from the bark of that tree
and leave it bare to the coastal winter
aDd the eyes of every passerby.

You can stay, you can stay
as long as you remain silent
while I put out leaves again next spring.
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No Luggage

Yes, if this life is transient
the world is a bum hotel

where we shiver under one blanket
thinking of the fireside eiderdown at home,

that castle in the sky.
Or sit in the lobby, oh controlling image,

staring at rain-hunched figures
walking by to repetitive lunches and mates.

But what if life is transient
for the man behind the cash register too?

His dollars one after the other
pass thru his hands, the faces on them

smiling because they'll be around
when he's checked out with the rest of us.
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